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About This Game

Ruby Hunter is a 2.5D Miner game where your objective is to retrieve the treasures buried deep in the mine.

During your journey you will face several challenges, fight fierce battles with the creatures of the mine, and solve tricky puzzles.
Fight the evil Yam-Yam beasts, use the help of Lorries and take up the duel with the Bugs to get their loot. Convert precious

gems, shoot blazing lasers and blow up your timebombs on your way to the exit.

Ruby Hunter took inspiration from old-school classics such as Sapphire Yours, Boulder Dash and Emerald Mine.

Features

More than 1000 levels: The game includes classic levels and ones made by the fans over the years. Solve the puzzles over the
course of 11 difficulty levels! If you're stuck on a level, feel free to get a hint from the provided demos, or suspend it and

continue later.

Local co-op: Solve the dual-player levels with your friend, with built-in split-screen support.

Level editor: Design, test and upload your own levels with the in-game level editor! Create giant levels with up to over 250.000
tiles, using more than 50 different/unique objects! You can share them with others using the Community Hub.

Community Hub: Play and rate levels made by other players, or keep the discussion going with the in-game chat. You can also
link your different devices to keep your game progress synchronized between them. (The in-game Community Hub is not
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associated with Steam)

Leaderboards: Got a quicker/smarter/better solution for a level? You can compete with other players and view their solutions
using the leaderboard system.

Controls: Ruby Hunter includes keyboard and gamepad (Windows only) support with remappable keys. (Text input is not yet
supported for gamepads)

Achievements and Trading cards: The game includes Steam achievements and will drop Trading cards as soon as the game
becomes eligible.

Try out the demo for Ruby Hunter to get a glimpse of the game! You can continue your progress in the full version if you
decide to purchase the game.
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Title: Ruby Hunter
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Bence Sipka
Publisher:
Bence Sipka
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11+ or OpenGL 3.0+ support

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: XAudio2 compatible

English
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Shadow Puppeteer is a awesome game! It have a beautiful design and a new and unique gameplay with kind of a creepy Tim
Burton movie feeling. I played in single mode and did not have any problems coordinate the two characters. I think the game
have just the right amount of difficulty, yes some levels were a little difficult like the final boss and so on, but true gamers like a
challenge and who dosent love the feeling of beating a complex game. Playing with two characters at the same time is not a
struggle just double the fun ;D I recommend to give this game a chance and check it out!. Good game ,But get 50 medals is
impossible , i was 47/50 , so i ended the 3 last , and nothing happend always stuck at 47/50 ;/ plz fix

ediT : Got it , nice :D. +300 level up. Such a great classic! brings me those days back playing it.. My most loved game of all
time. And the interface is so messed up. I couldnt even buy anything from the fair. I literally spent 7.50 on a game that i could
only play for 3 mins. Thumbs \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing down.
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Colorful, easy to learn, n-body 3D orbital mechanics simulator with a variety of steroids, comets, black holes, and many more
objects to throw around. Played on Vive. Found the movement a little unintuitive using the touchpads, but great using the grip
squeeze and walking around in room-scale.. Not as good as Choice of Games other Text based Rpgs. I'd give this one a miss was
short and kind of dull.. pretty cool. Don't buy it. Sure I Could Not Run The Game,

But I Still Felt The Tears In My Eyes. it's fun for a few mins
+power ups
-rock paper gameplay all the time
-hardly any player available in duel
-p2w or u need to grind all over again. This is an exceptional, slow-paced puzzle\/platformer for gamers of all skill levels.
The gameplay is solid, the story is simple, and the music is excellent.
If you like to challenge your puzzle-solving skills, give this game a go.
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